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ABSTRACT: The self-consistent charge density functional tight binding/
molecular mechanics (SCC-DFTB/MM) and ensemble averaged variational
transition state theory/multidimensional tunneling (EA-VTST/MT) methods
have been employed to investigate the reaction mechanism and to calculate the
rate constant of the NS3/NS4A + NS5A/5B acylation reaction. This reaction
belongs to the vital cycle of the hepatitis C virus once it infects the human cell. A
concerted reaction mechanism, with a single transition state in which the
tetrahedral geometry has already been adopted and the peptide bond is starting to
break, has been determined. This reaction supposes an example where the
proposed general two-step serine protease acylation reaction mechanism does not
occur, being related to the fact that the enzyme is particularly efficient for the NS5A/5B substrate. The transition state
characterized here for the acylation reaction can be a good initial structure in the reach of NS3/NS4A inhibitors based on TS
analogues. On the other hand, the calculated and experimental phenomenological free energy barriers only differ by 2.3 kcal
mol−1, although this leads to a significant discrepancy between calculated and experimental. The rest of the calculated kinetic
parameters, such as the kinetic isotopic effect (H/D), tunneling, and the recrossing contributions to reactivity, agree with the
expected behavior for the studied reaction.

KEYWORDS: hepatitis C virus, NS3/NS4A serine protease, enzyme catalysis, QM/MM reaction mechanism, rate constant,
SCC-DFTB/MM, EA-VTST/MT, concerted mechanism in serine protease reaction

1. INTRODUCTION

It is estimated that around 130−150 million people are infected
by the hepatitis C virus (HCV) worldwide,1 and this is
becoming an important indication for liver transplantation,
because near of 27% of all cases of liver cirrhosis and 25% of
hepatocellular carcinomas could be related to this infection.2

Although new drugs have been recently licensed, as simeprevir,
and others are in advanced phases of study,3 unfortunately,
there is not a 100% effective medical treatment yet and the
main therapeutic approach results from a combination of
antivirals with ribavirin and pegylated interferon-α (PEG-
INFα), even though the new treatments allow interferon-free
therapies for certain HCV genotypes.3

The NS3/NS4A protease catalyzes several reactions that
occur inside the human cell after infection by HCV, and its
inhibition is one of the main strategies to develop new drugs
against HCV,4,5 where computational chemistry has played an
important role.6 This enzyme is produced after proteolytic
cleavage by host and viral proteases of a large polyprotein
(∼3000 amino acids) produced by the human ribosome after
translation of the viral mRNA liberated by HCV once

endocyted. This cleavage liberates the following viral proteins:
C (core protein), E1 and E2 (envelope glycoproteins), p7,
NS2, NS3, NS4A, NS4B, NS5A, and NS5B (nonstructural
proteins).4 The NS3 protein (∼70 kDa) is a multifunctional
protein essential for the virus replication. The 180 amino acids
of the N-terminal domain are responsible, together with the
cofactor NS4A, for the proteolytic cleavage at the NS3/4A,
NS4A/4B, NS4B/5A, and NS5A/5B peptide junctions of the
original polyprotein.4 In the absence of the NS4A polypeptide
cofactor, the NS3 protease folds in two structural subdomains,
the N- and C-terminal domains.
As in other proteins of the chymotrypsin family with the

same relative spatial positions,7 the active site of NS3 is formed
by the His-Asp-Ser catalytic triad and the oxyanion stabilizing
group (residues 135−139), whereas the βE2 strand is found in
the specificity pocket. The His-57 and Asp-81 residues belong
to the N-terminal subdomain, and the Ser-139 residue belongs
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to the C-terminal subdomain.8 The binding of NS4A to NS3
rearranges the NS3 active site toward the optimal geometrical
configuration for catalysis.9 Given their structural similarities
and the fact that NS3/NS4A and chymotrypsin have similar
inhibitors,8 it has been proposed that both enzymes present a
similar reaction mechanism.10,11 Thus, once the Michaelis
complex is formed, the imidazole ring of His-57 is positioned to
be able to deprotonate the nucleophilic −OH group of Ser-139,
and the side chain of Asp-81 is oriented to stabilize the
resulting positive charge created in His-57. The acylation
process would start with the nucleophilic attack of the carbonyl
C atom by the −OH group of Ser-139, leading to a tetrahedral
intermediate that can be stabilized by hydrogen bonds with
some residues of the oxyanion stabilizing loop (residues 135−
139).7 NMR studies of the NS3/NS4A structure covalently
bonded to an inhibitor9 found hydrogen bonds in the
tetrahedral structure between the hemiketal oxygen and the
amide groups of Ser-139 and Gly-137. They also suggest that
Arg-155 contributes to the catalysis by shielding, through its
side chain, the interaction between His-57 and Asp-81 from the
solvent,12 reinforcing the hydrogen bond between them. Lys-
136 from the oxyanion loop and Arg-109 seem to be involved
in the recognition of the substrate and were used as starting
points in the development of inhibitors.13,14

Then, the peptide bond would break, releasing the N-
terminus of the peptide substrate and acylenzyme. In the
deacylation step, this species is hydrolyzed by a water molecule
and the C-terminus of the substrate and the enzyme are
liberated.11 On the other hand, several crystal structures of the
NS3 protease show a zinc binding site, where the Zn2+ presents
a tetrahedral coordination bonded to Cys-97, Cys-99, Cys-145,
and a water molecule (which at the same time is hydrogen
bonded to His-149). However, this cation is remotely located
from the active site; thus, a structural rather than catalytic role
is supposed for the Zn2+.7

Several kinetic studies based on alanine scanning and HCV
RNA mutation experiments with different substrates and
inhibitors have been performed.15−24 However, in the context
of this contribution, among these studies it is important to note
the measurement of NS3/NS4A enzyme kinetic data for the
cleavage of three synthetic substrates that mimic the natural
substrates:16 NS5A/5B, NS4B/5A, and NS4A/4B.
Serine proteases have been extensively studied,11 and various

quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) studies
can be found.25−30 Regarding the NS3/NS4A enzyme, our
group has applied the QM/MM hybrid approach to describe
the reaction mechanism with its three natural substrates and the
effect of enzyme mutations on it.12,31−33 In these works,
technical details of the calculations, such as the size of the zone
where the quantum method is applied, the boundary treatment
between QM-MM zones, and the effect of different quantum

levels on the potential energy surfaces of the reactions, have
been characterized for this enzyme.
In general terms, these studies agree31−33 with the reaction

mechanism proposed for chymotrypsin, showing that of the
two processes (acylation and deacylation) the rate-limiting step
is the acylation process, whose rate would in turn be
determined by formation of a stable tetrahedral intermediate.
However, the calculated barriers12 are much larger than the
experimental16 ones, although they are reduced when ab initio
quantum methods are used to improve the initial results.12

Interestingly, in a recent study of the NS3/NS4A protease with
the three different substrates,33 it has been shown that the
correction of the AM1/MM free energy with higher level
(MP2; second-order Møller−Plesset method) energies and an
increase of the basis set used for the QM calculations diminish
the stability of the tetrahedral intermediate and the height of
the acylation barrier. The results pointed out the possibility that
for reaction with the NS5A/5B substrate, despite keeping
acylation as the overall rate-limiting process, a stable tetrahedral
intermediate species could not exist; the acylation step would
then be a concerted process with a single late transition state, in
which the peptide bond is already breaking.
In this work we have employed a QM/MM approach to

characterize the reaction mechanism and calculate for the first
time the rate constant of the enzymatic reaction involving the
NS3/NS4A protease and the NS5A/5B substrate, continuing
the in-depth study of this reaction and related systems
performed by our group. In particular, we have used the
QM(SCC-DFTB; self-consistent charge density functional tight
binding)/MM molecular dynamics method34 to calculate the
free energy changes associated with the two chemical steps of
the reaction. Moreover, we have introduced quantum
corrections to the free energies35 by means of the ensemble
averaged variational transition state (EA-VTST) method-
ology,36−38 which also includes an estimation of multidimen-
sional tunneling (MT) and recrossing effects, in order to get a
better description of the free energy of the intermediates and
transition states that may occur in the reaction.
In section 2 the computational tools and calculation details

are exposed. In section 3 the most valuable results are shown,
whereas a summary and the conclusions of the work are given
in section 4.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

2.1. Initial Structure, QM/MM Level, and QM-MM
Partition. The initial structure used in this study has been
employed by our research group in previous works.12,31−35 It
corresponds to a NS3/NS4 + NS5A/5B complex solvated with
a sphere of radius 37 Å of TIP3P water molecules, which has
been shown to be stable in various classical and QM/MM (with
the semiempirical AM1 as the quantum method) simulations.

Scheme 1. Generally Proposed Reaction Mechanism for the Acylation Process Catalyzed by the NS3/NS4A Protease
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This structure was built from an experimental X-ray apo
structure (PDB code 1DXP) selected on the basis that was the
best suited to deprotonate Ser-139 (closest Ser-139-Os His-57-
Nε distance in the structure), which is a central issue in the
proposed reaction mechanism. The structure was subsequently
modified to mimic the NS3/NS4A + NS5A/5B complex (see
refs 12 and 31 for further information).
The SCC-DFTB method39,40 has been used as the quantum

level to describe the atoms included in the QM region. The rest
of the enzyme and substrate and the water molecules that
solvate the system have been described by the CHARMM2241

force field. Therefore, the SCC-DFTB/CHARMM22 method34

has been applied using the CHARMM program (version
c35b1)42 and following an additive scheme in the calculation of
the interaction Hamiltonian.43 The SCC-DFTB method is
computationally efficient and has demonstrated its usefulness in
the study of biological systems (see e.g. refs 44 and 45 and
references therein).
The reactive process has been studied by considering the two

elementary steps involved in the acylation process, following
the proposed general mechanism, shown in Scheme 1:
nucleophilic attack (or tetrahedral intermediate formation
step) and breaking of the peptide bond. Note that the last
process (acylenzyme hydrolysis or deacylation process) has not
been considered in this study; thus, when the products are
cited, they are referenced to the acylenzyme and the N-terminal
part of the lysed substrate.
In all, 57 atoms define the part of the system included in the

quantum region of the QM/MM calculations. These atoms,
represented in Scheme 2, are part of the NS3 catalytic triad

(His-57, Asp-81, and Ser-139) as well as the substrate amino
acids which are closer to the scissile bond. The rest of the
atoms, a total of 11015, form the MM part of the system. The
generalized hybrid orbital (GHO) approach46,47 has been used
to account for the five bonds that cross the QM/MM
boundary, which are also shown in Scheme 2. Both the
partition scheme and boundary method are suitable for this and
related systems, as was shown in ref 32.
The electrostatic and van der Waals nonbonded interactions

were switched and shifted to 0, respectively, in the range 12.0−
13.5 Å. The relative dielectric constant for the MM electrostatic
interactions was ε = 1.
2.2. Energy Minimization, Grid Setup, and Potential of

Mean Force. From the enzyme−substrate−water structure
described before, the QM/MM potential energy was minimized
using the adapted basis Newton−Raphson (ABNR) method48

until the root-mean-square deviation of the gradient (GRMS)
was lower than 0.0001 kcal mol−1 Å−1. This model of the
Michaelis complex of the enzymatic reaction was used as the
initial point for the study of the potential of mean force and the
region of the free energy surface of the Ser-139 nucleophilic
attack.
Three distinguished reaction coordinates (χ in a general

form) have been defined to describe this process (see Scheme 2
for atom naming): (1) the Os−Cp distance, i.e. the
nucleophilic attack of oxygen of Ser-139 to the substrate’s
carbonylic carbon; (2) the difference between the Os−Hs and
Hs−Nε distances, representing the Hs proton transfer between
the Ser-139 oxygen and the His-57 ε nitrogen; (3) the
antisymmetric combination of the two previous processes.
To describe the products of the nucleophilic attack, the

relevant interatomic distances of the system were artificially
modified to reproduce an approximate product geometry. After
this, the QM/MM potential energy was minimized (ABNR
method, GRMS < 0.0001 kcal mol−1 Å−1), giving an optimized
structure that corresponds to a tetrahedral intermediate, which
was considered as the starting point of the peptide bond
breakage process study. This step has been investigated through
the following reaction coordinates: (1) the breaking Cp−Np
distance; (2) the difference between the Np−Hs and Nε−Hs
distances, describing the proton transfer from the nitrogen of
the His-57 to the nitrogen of the substrate; (3) the
antisymmetric combination of (1) and (2). As can be seen in
refs 12−31, the selected set of coordinates is suitable for
describing the studied processes.
The classical potential of mean force (PMF or WCM(T,χ)

henceforth) and the corresponding part of the classical free
energy surface (FES) of both reaction steps have been
calculated including temperature effects on the system
simulation. Note that the CM (classical mechanical) subindex
is used to indicate that, despite the fact that the description of
the potential energy is done at the QM/MM level, the nuclei
move (dynamics) according to Newton’s equations of motion.
The stochastic boundary molecular dynamics (SBMD)
method49 has been employed to heat the Michaelis complex
and product structures to 300 K, assigning the velocities from a
Maxwell distribution during 100 ps of molecular dynamics
(MD) simulation. They were subsequently equilibrated over
500 ps, using a buffer region of 26 Å, an integration time step of
1 fs, and the SHAKE algorithm50 to constrain the nonquantum
H−X bonds. The van der Waals and electrostatic nonbonded
interactions were considered as described above.
Starting from the equilibrated Michaelis complex and

putative tetrahedral intermediate structures, for the nucleophilic
attack and peptide bond breaking processes, respectively, the
umbrella sampling (US) technique51 was applied to the
subsequent combination of discrete coordinates. An umbrella
potential of V = 50 kcal mol−1 Å−2 Δχ2 was applied at every 0.1
Å along each coordinate. At every considered point, 15 ps of
equilibration simulation was calculated, followed by 50 ps of
production simulation (only these last simulation results are
included in the analysis), using the conditions described above.
Using the US simulations the reaction is driven from

reactants to products by the umbrella potential. Hence, to
extract the real thermodynamic information from these results
it is necessary to eliminate the effect of this driving force and to
apply the corresponding statistical thermodynamics equations
to evaluate the change of free energy involved in the process.
This was done by means of the WHAM (weighted histogram

Scheme 2. Fragment of the NS5A/5B Substrate and Residues
(Catalytic Triad) of the NS3 Protease Included in the QM
Regiona

aThe GHO frontier atoms are also indicated (sp3 orbitals).
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analysis method)52,53 analysis, which can be applied to one- or
two-dimensional US simulations, depending on whether the
PMF (or free energy profile) or the FES is going to be
calculated.
2.3. EA-VTST/MT Method. The ensemble averaged

variational transition state/multidimensional tunneling meth-
od36−38 is a procedure that has been developed for including
quantum vibrational energies, nuclear tunneling, and recrossing
in the theoretical study of enzyme kinetics. Within this
framework, the variational transition state theory rate constant
(kCVT(T)) is calculated as

γ= −
Δ ⧧⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟k T T

k T
h

G

RT
( ) ( ) expCVT B QC

(1)

where kB, h, R, and T are the Boltzmann, Planck, and ideal gas
constants and temperature, respectively. ΔGQC

⧧ is the
quasiclassical (QC) free energy of activation (see below), and
γ(T) is the overall transmission coefficient that considers the
dynamical corrections by including two effects:

γ κ= ΓT T T( ) ( ) ( ) (2)

Thus, the recrossing transmission coefficient, Γ(T), corrects
the rate constant for trajectories that recross the classical
transition state dividing hypersurface back to the reactant
asymptote. It lies between 0 and 1, with values less than unity
arising from the coupling of the reaction coordinate to other
coordinates.54 The κ(T) coefficient accounts for quantum
tunneling and is, in general, equal to or greater than 1.
In order for a comparison with experimental kinetic data, the

phenomenological activation free energy (ΔGphen
⧧ (T)) is

defined as

γΔ = − + Δ

= Δ + Δγ
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which can be conveniently compared with the experimental
phenomenological activation free energy (ΔGphen

exp ) obtained by
applying eq 4 (classical Eyring equation) to analyze the
experimental rate constant values:

= −
Δ⎡
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The application of the EA-VTST/MT method is carried out
in three steps. The first involves the calculation of the PMF.
The estimated classical activation free energy, WCM(T,χ), is
then corrected in step 2 to include the quantization of the
vibrational modes (except that corresponding to the distin-
guished reaction coordinate). To do so, instantaneous
generalized normal-mode analysis35 is performed for a
subsystem of atoms (typically, but not necessarily, all atoms
in the QM region), considering several configurations sampled
from the umbrella sampling simulations. The frequencies
obtained are used to calculate the difference between the
quantum and classical vibrational energies (ΔWvib), which is
added to the classical PMF along the reaction coordinate35 to
obtain the quasi-classical potential of mean force (WQC(T,χ)),
from which tunneling and recrossing are still excluded. From
this quasiclassical PMF, the quasiclassical activation free energy
(ΔGQC

⧧ (T)) included in eq 1 is calculated as

χ χ

χ

Δ = − +

+ Δ

⧧ ⧧G T W T W T G T

C

( ) ( , ) [ ( , ) ( )]

( )

QC QC QC
R

F,QC

(5)

where χ⧧ and χR denote the reaction coordinate values at the
transition state (the maximum of theWQC(T,χ) profile) and the
reactant state, respectively, GF,QC is the quantum mechanical
vibrational free energy of the reactant state corresponding to
mode F, which is that which correlates with the distinguished
reaction coordinate, and ΔC(χ) is a Jacobian correction
(usually neglected) resulting from the use of a non-Cartesian
reaction coordinate.
In the present work, 100 structures for each umbrella

simulation window (a total of 6700 structures) were used in
this second step. For every structure, normal mode analysis was
carried out for the atom selection shown in Figure S1 of the
Supporting Information. This atom selection for the vibrational
calculation is smaller than the initial QM zone, because it was
impossible to converge the calculations of the vibrational
frequencies using a larger definition. Finally, the vibrational
correction factor, ΔWvib, was calculated as an average in each χ
value.
The third step in the EA-VTST/MT scheme involves the

calculation of the transmission coefficient, which actually is an
average over different reaction paths where individual Γi and κi
factors are calculated. A certain number of structures (25 in this
work) were taken from the umbrella sampling simulation at the
value of χ where the maximum of ΔGQC

⧧ (T) is located. For
every selected structure, the minimum energy path (MEP) is
determined for the QM selection, whereas the MM part of the
system is frozen. The computation of Γi and κi values is carried
out on the effective potential of a different static MM
configuration.36,37 The recrossing factors were calculated
following an approximation to the dynamic recrossing trans-
mission coefficient,55 whereas the tunneling was evaluated by
the optimized multidimensional tunneling (OMT) approxima-
tion.56 With all this, kCVT(T) and ΔGphen

⧧ (T) can be calculated
using eqs 1 and 3.
Steps 2 and 3 were carried out for the reaction of the NS3/

NS4A protease with the NS5A/5B substrate and the deuterium
isotopic substitution shown in Figure S1 (deuterated hydroxyl
of Ser-139). Thus, the rate constants for both the H and D
isotopes have been calculated and the corresponding kinetic
isotope effect (KIE) has been predicted.
The application of these second and third steps was carried

out using the CHARMMRATE57 program, which is an
interface between the CHARMM42 and POLYRATE58

programs.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. SCC-DFTB/MM Classical Free Energy Results.
Previous to the free energy calculations, explorations of the
potential energy surface (PES) and minimum energy paths
were performed. These results, which include the structural and
energetic information on the singular points found on the PES,
are given in the Supporting Information (Figures S3−S6 and
Table S2).
To describe the reaction mechanism of the acylation process

catalyzed by the NS3/NS4A serine protease, the free energy
profiles of both the formation of the tetrahedral intermediate
and the peptide bond breaking processes were calculated by
varying the combination of the interatomic distances and using
the calculation setup described previously. Thus, the classical
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PMF (or classical free energy profile) at 300 K was calculated
for the two processes by applying the US simulation technique,
following the discrete coordinates described in section 2.2. The
results of these calculations are depicted in Figure 1.

In the classical PMF results there is a free energy barrier
(TS1, 20.6 kcal mol−1 relative to the Michaelis complex; Table
1) and an energetic plateau that could be interpreted as an

intermediate (I1), although the energy difference between the
barrier and the intermediate is so small (only 0.1 kcal mol−1,
see Table 1) that its lifetime would be too short to actually be
considered as such.
This I1 structure further evolves through a barrier, TS2, into

the acylation products. The classical free energy for this barrier
is 25.2 kcal mol−1 relative to the Michaelis complex and is

located at the reaction coordinate value χ = 1.5 Å. The free
energy difference between I1 and TS2 is 4.7 kcal mol−1.
Note that the classical free energy barrier for the TS2 point

(25.2 kcal mol−1) seems too high for an enzymatic process and
overestimates the experimental phenomenological activation
free energy for the present reaction (ΔGphen

exp = 18.7 kcal mol−1,
derived from a experimental rate constant of 6.25 min−1 at 296
K and application of eq 4).16 This is probably due to the error
associated with the description of the QM/MM potential and
also to the fact that vibrational modes are still not quantized at
this point.
Figure 2 presents the three-dimensional representations of

the classical free energy surface regions for both steps, where all
of the intermediates and barriers described above can be seen.
On the equipotential contour plot representations (right panels
in Figure 2), a selection of the points sampled during the
umbrella sampling simulations that produced the classical free
energy profiles depicted in Figure 1 are indicated.

3.2. SCC-DFTB/MM Quantum-Corrected Free Energy
Results. Once the PMF was calculated and an estimation of
the variation of the classical free energy along the reaction
(WCM) was obtained, the next step was to carry out the
instantaneous normal mode calculations, in order to calculate
the difference between the classical and quantum vibrational
free energies along the selected reactive coordinates (ΔWvib).
This procedure was carried out by considering the H and D
(Ser-139) isotopic variants exposed in Figure S1 of the
Supporting Information, with the intention of studying the
corresponding KIE. The results of this vibrational correction,
ΔWvib, for both isotopic systems and reactive steps and the fit
of the points using a fifth-degree polynomial function are
shown in Figure S2 of the Supporting Information (see the
polynomial coefficients in Table S1).
These quantum-corrected (quasiclassical) free energy profiles

are shown in Figure 3. Here, the classical PMF results have
been also included for comparison purposes. The quantization
of the vibrational energy leads to a general decrease of the free
energy in both processes and isotopic species. It is important to
note that in the tetrahedral intermediate formation profile this
decrease causes the complete vanishing of the barrier in both
the proton and deuteron transfers and that no quasi-classical
free energy minimum is associated with the tetrahedral complex
structure. Several energy minimizations were performed by
starting from structures taken from the corresponding
ensemble labeled as I1 on the PMF profile, and all structures
culminated in the Michaelis complex geometries. This suggests
that the system could evolve from the Michaelis complex to the
TS2 free energy maximum (the only free energy maximum
found), crossing a relatively flat zone around the I1 structure,
following a concerted acylation step. The vibrational correction
also reduces the free energy of TS2, both with respect to the
Michaelis complex and with respect to the I1 point. This
decrement is somewhat greater in the H+ transfer process,
meaning that this process is slightly faster than the D+ transfer
process, as it usually is. The calculated quasi-classical free
energy barriers are ΔGQC

⧧ = 20.5 and 21.0 kcal mol−1 for H+

and D+, respectively (Table 2), in better agreement with the
experimental value of ΔGphen

exp (H) = 18.7 kcal mol−1 in
comparison to values determined by the classical methods.
Finally, the transmission coefficient for tunneling and

recrossing for this reaction were calculated at 300 K. Thus,
following the methodology developed by Truhlar and co-
workers,36−38 several structures from the quasi-classical free

Figure 1. SCC-DFTB/MM classical free energy profiles (or PMF) for
the tetrahedral intermediate formation (top) and peptide bond
breakage (bottom) for the reaction of the NS3/NS4A protease with
the NS5A/5B substrate. The zero of energy is taken at the MC point
(Michaelis complex).

Table 1. Classical Free Energies of the Stationary Points
Referenced to the Michaelis Complex (MC)

ΔGCM/kcal mol
−1

MC 0.0
TS1 20.6
I1 20.5
TS2 25.2
P 1.8
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energy maximum (TS2) were selected and the corresponding
minimum energy pathways for the QM zone embedded in the
rest of the system were calculated. A total of 25 MEPs for each
isotope considered were calculated. Notably, and in agreement
with the results shown in the previous sections, all of the
minimum energy paths lead directly to the Michaelis complex
or to the acylenzyme products. The tunneling (κ) and
recrossing (Γ) factors were calculated as a mean of the 25
values obtained. The results of these calculations are exposed in
Table 2.
The tunneling transmission coefficients are similar for both

isotopes, being somewhat larger in the case of the proton
transfer (κ(H+) = 1.19 ± 0.09 vs κ(D+) = 1.14 ± 0.05). Both of
them are close to unity, as expected for this reaction, meaning
that, although a light atom is transferred in the process, the
motion of the several heavy atoms also involved makes the
tunneling not very significant here. Thus, the contribution of
tunneling would produce a decrement of 0.1/0.1 kcal mol−1 on
the phenomenological (D+/H+) free energy barrier (eq 3),
which represents an increase of the rate constant values by
∼14/19%.
The recrossing factors are 0.38 ± 0.22 and 0.47 ± 0.19 in the

case of the light and heavy isotope transfers, respectively, which
would represent an increase of 0.6/0.5 kcal mol−1 (H+/D+) in
the phenomenological free energy barrier (at T = 300 K). Their
values are lower than unity and are in the range of recrossing
factors obtained for other enzymatic reactions, although in the

lower values, probably reflecting the concerted nature of the
real reaction coordinate and the coupling of the environmental
degrees of freedom to it.37 Note that the high values of the
standard deviations of the recrossing coefficients are not
indicative of an error in the simulations but are a measure of the
fluctuations in the physical system for the configurations in a
canonical ensemble of transition states.59 Therefore, they are a
reflection of the multiple pathways through which the reaction
occurs, since the reactive center is surrounded by a changing
environment due to the motion of the rest of the protein and
solvent. When both tunneling and recrossing factors are
combined, overall transmission coefficients of 0.45 ± 0.26
and 0.53 ± 0.24 are obtained for H and D transfer, respectively,
which translate into increments of the free energy barrier by 0.5
and 0.4 kcal mol−1, respectively.
The final (phenomenological) activation free energy,

ΔGphen
⧧ (T), calculated for the acylation reaction of the NS3/

NS4A protease with its natural substrate NS5A/5B, is then 21.0
kcal mol−1 (eq 3), which is in qualitative good agreement with
the experimentally derived phenomenological activation free
energy (ΔGphen

exp = 18.7 kcal mol−1).16 Note that the theoretical
result still slightly overestimates the experimental value, but the
difference (2.3 kcal mol−1) is not far from the error associated
with the methods (e.g., the QM/MM potential) and the
quantitative insight of 1−2 kcal mol−1 reported in ref 60. When
the heavier isotope is transferred among Ser-139, His-57, and
the leaving fragment, the calculated phenomenological free

Figure 2. SCC-DFTB/MM classical free energy surface regions for the tetrahedral intermediate formation (top) and peptide bond breaking
(bottom) steps for the reaction of the NS3/NS4A protease with the NS5A/5B substrate. Some system structures over the minimum classical free
energy path are represented by green circles in the contour plot representations (right).
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energy barrier is 21.4 kcal mol−1. These values are reported in
Table 2 together with the corresponding rate constants and
KIEs. It can be seen that the relatively small differences in
phenomenological activation free energies between theory and
experiment result in larger differences in the rate constants due
to the exponential dependence. Thus, the rate constant value
for the main process (proton transfer) presents a value of
kCVT(300 K) = 0.20 min−1 (kexp(296 K) = 6.25 min−1, although
the experimental substrate is not exactly the same as the natural

species),16 whereas the value for the isotopic substitution
reaction is kCVT(D+,300 K) = 0.10 min−1. Hence, the predicted
calculated KIE is 2.0, indicating that the reaction involving the
proton transfer is twice as fast as the deuteron transfer.

3.3. Implications for the Serine Protease Mechanism.
Now that the exposed data and results have been examined, it is
time to think about a proposal for the rate-limiting step of the
whole process and, in a more general way, the reaction
mechanism.
In the previous AM1/MM studies on the NS3/NS4A

enzyme12,31 the tetrahedral intermediate was clearly found in
the three reactions involving the natural substrates (NS5A/5B,
subs1; NS5B/4A, subs2; NS4A/4B, subs3); thus, the rate-
limiting step was marked as the tetrahedral intermediate
formation, this step being analyzed to assess the kinetic
agreement with experiments. However, the AM1 quantum
method has its limitations, as was shown when the MP2/6-
31G* ab initio level was employed to correct and go beyond
the AM1/MM results.12,33

Experimentally, the detection of the intermediate has been a
difficult task and has only been possible under very special
experimental conditions (see e.g. ref 61) and with unnatural
substrate analogues (e.g. ref 62) or inhibitors (e.g. ref 63). The
tetrahedral intermediate has a very short lifetime, which has
been proposed to decrease even more as the leaving group
improves, becoming a concerted reaction when the lifetime of
the intermediate becomes less than the time of a vibration,11

evidencing a very efficient substrate.
In this work, the calculated classical PMF for the nucleophilic

attack shows a small barrier and a very shallow minimum (only
0.1 kcal mol−1 difference), but the corresponding barrier for its
formation disappears when the vibrational modes of the QM
zone are quantized and, thus, a better theoretical estimate of the
free energy profile is obtained. Therefore, the Michaelis
complex and products turn out to be connected by a unique
free energy barrier, without any stable or metastable
intermediate between them, although with a flat zone before
the transition state. This correlates with a reaction mechanism
for the rate-limiting NS3/NS4A + NS5A/5B acylation step that
is essentially concerted, with no formation of a stable
tetrahedral intermediate (Figure 4).
In a detailed way, the reaction starts with a nucleophilic

attack of the oxygen atom of Ser-139 to the carbon atom of the
scissile bond. The oxygen atom is activated by proton transfer
to the epsilon nitrogen atom of His-57; this transfer creates a
positive charge on the histidine’s ring that is stabilized through
an interaction among the δ nitrogen, the hydrogen bonded to
it, and an oxygen atom of the Asp-81 residue. There is no
evidence of a complete proton transfer between the nitrogen
and oxygen atoms. The oxygen nucleophilic attack and the
proton transfer occur simultaneously. The process continues
until the peptide bond starts breaking (1.59 Å), at which point
the only free energy maximum that is found along the whole
process occurs, defining the location of the acylation transition
state (see Figure 4 for structural details). From here on, the free
energy decreases and the peptide bond gets an even larger
separation as the nitrogen of this bond takes the aforemen-
tioned hydrogen from the His-57, creating the amino
termination of one of the new fragments and the acylenzyme.
Thus, the reaction mechanism of serine proteases in general

and NS3/NS4A in particular seems to be more complicated to
fit in the generally accepted reaction mechanism. This situation
is not exclusive of serine proteases. Thus, in theoretical studies

Figure 3. Quantum-corrected (quasi-classical, see section 2.3) SCC-
DFTB/MM free energy profiles for the proposed tetrahedral
intermediate formation (top) and peptide bond breaking (bottom)
steps for the reaction of the NS3/NS4A protease with the NS5A/5B
substrate. Proton transfer is represented by red lines, while deuteron
transfer is represented by green lines. The classical free energy profiles
(Figure 1) have also been included here using black lines. Note that
the quasi-classical profiles merge in an essentially concerted acylation
step.

Table 2. Kinetic Parameters of the NS3/NS4A + NS5A/5B
Acylation Reaction

proton deuteron exp16

⟨κ⟩ 1.19 ± 0.09 1.14 ± 0.05
⟨Γ⟩ 0.38 ± 0.22 0.47 ± 0.19

⟨κ⟩⟨Γ⟩ 0.45 ± 0.26 0.53 ± 0.24
ΔGQC

⧧ /kcal mol−1 20.5 21.0
ΔGphen

⧧ /kcal mol−1 21.0 21.4 18.7a

k/min−1 0.20 0.10 6.25
kCVT(H+)/kCVT(D+) 2.0

aDerived from the experimental kcat value of 6.25 min−1 for H+ (T =
296 K employing a synthetic substrate that mimics the NS5A/5B
substrate). Estimated experimental error of 10−30%. Theoretical data
at 300 K.
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of Pseudozyma antartica64 and Candida antartica60 lipases, stable
intermediate formation (corresponding to the acylenzyme) has
been described, but with such a short lifetime that the stepwise
and concerted mechanisms would have similar barriers.
Reaction mechanisms have been widely considered in the

organic physical chemistry field.65 Thus, the acylation step in
serine protease reactions would fit a preassociation stepwise or
preassociation concerted reaction mechanism depending on the
lifetime of the tetrahedral intermediate. Thus, when its lifetime
is shorter than a vibrational period (∼10−13 s) the process
occurs in a concerted way. In the process studied here, the
inclusion of zero-point energies in the calculation of the free
energy makes such an intermediate disappear, although the
system adopts geometries similar to those expected for the
tetrahedral intermediate along the acylation reaction. Going
further, the acylation step studied here could be described as an
uncoupled concerted reaction,65 since the concerted reaction
involves two processes (nucleophilic attack and bond rupture)
but there is no barrier for the collapse of the intermediate and
no stable intermediate.
The theoretical characterization of the reaction mechanism

made here could be useful in the design of new inhibitors based
on transition state analogues,66,67 as an alternative way of serine
traps inhibitors that produce an irreversible compound that
mimics the tetrahedral intermediate (see e.g. the PDB entries68

1DY8 and 1DY9 or ref 69 for a review of NS3/NS4A covalent
inhibitors). Note that the TS2 structure still conserves many
features of the tetrahedral intermediate but with a longer CP−
NP distance and the HS proton starting to migrate from His57
toward NP (Figure 2 and Figures S4 and S5, Supporting
Information).
The enzyme will present a great affinity for a compound that

resembles the geometry and charge distribution of the substrate
at the transition state geometry, hopefully in this case greater
than the affinity for the natural substrate. In enzymatic reactions
there is not a unique transition state structure; they form an
ensemble of structures that connect different reactive paths
under the influence of the enzyme and solvent environment.
Thus, QM/MM molecular dynamics simulations performed
here and the identification of the TS2 point as the transition

state in the studied reaction could give a good starting point in
the analogue search.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The QM/MM method has been applied to elucidate the
reaction mechanism of the acylation process of the NS3/NS4A
+ NS5A/5B proteolysis reaction. This reaction is involved in
the HCV replication process; thus, its understanding is
important in the fight against one of the most widespread
illnesses in the world.
Previous AM1/MM studies about this and related

systems12,31,32 have been used as a starting point to define
several features of the calculations such as the definition of the
QM part, the use of GHO as a boundary method, the selection
of the reaction coordinates, and the optimal calculation
numerical parameters. These studies suggested that the reaction
follows the generally proposed reaction mechanism for serine
proteases: i.e., the tetrahedral intermediate formation is the
rate-limiting step of the acylation process and the whole
reaction. This species evolves to produce the acyl-enzyme
product. However, the AM1/MM reaction barrier was highly
overestimated when a comparison with experimental kinetics
data was done.12,31

In this work, the quantum-corrected free energy profile
(which includes quantized vibrational energies) for the
acylation reaction has been characterized at the SCC-DFTB/
CHARMM22 theoretical level within the framework of the EA-
VTST(MT) theory. There is no evidence for the formation of
the stable tetrahedral intermediate obtained in the previous
theoretical studies or in other serine proteases. The acylation
reaction is concluded to proceed through a concerted
mechanism that involves a single transition state (TS2) in
which the tetrahedral geometry has already been adopted and
the peptide bond is starting to break. The free energy necessary
to reach TS2 from the reactants is the kinetically relevant (rate-
limiting) barrier for the acylation process.
Our best theoretical estimation of the free energy barrier for

this acylation step is ΔGphen
⧧ (T) = 21.0 kcal/mol, in qualitative

agreement with the experimentally derived value of 18.7 kcal/
mol. A calculated KIE of 2.0 has also been predicted, indicating
that the H+ transfer is 2 times faster than the D+ transfer. This
difference mainly arises from the higher free energy barrier in
the case of the D+ transfer, since the tunneling (1.19 and 1.14
for H+ and D+, respectively) and recrossing factors (0.38 and
0.47 for H+ and D+, respectively) are similar for both isotopic
substitutions.
We hope that this information can be of help in the

development of new NS3/NS4A inhibitors based on transition
state analogues, for which the characterized TS2 structure can
be a good starting point.
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of the concerted acylation
mechanism found for the NS3/NS4A protease + NS5A/5B substrate
system in front of the generally proposed two-step mechanism. A
molecular representation of the transition state characterized is shown,
with some average distances indicated.
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